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Symposium Schedule 
 

Friday, May 7th, 2021 

10:00 AM  

Welcome 

Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro, Director, USC Center for Leadership by Women of 
Color & Convener, The Kamala Harris Project 

 

10:15 – 11:25 am 

Panel 1: Responses to Kamala Harris in The Current Political Moment1 

Chaired by Duchess Harris, Macalester College 

Abstracts: 

Brown, Nadia (Purdue University); Camille Burge (Villanova University), Gia Beaton (Villanova 
University) and Danielle Burns (Villanova University): 
“More than a Feeling? Examining the Role of Emotions in the Politics of Women” 
Groups and emotions both inform how people experience politics. Our current political landscape confirms this 
notion: black women were proud of the candidacy of Kamala Harris; Republicans are anxious about immigration; 
Black people are angry about police killing unarmed individuals of color. After sixty years of study, scholars 
understand the role of groups well. Whether racial, religious, gender, partisan, or socioeconomic, groups provide 
cues to people about how they should participate in politics and how they should evaluate policies and candidates. 
Our understanding of emotions is less complete.  A burgeoning literature suggests that emotions matter in public 
opinion and political decision-making, but scholarship focuses overwhelmingly on how individuals experience 
them. Only recently have scholars begun to unpack collective experiences of emotions at the racial group level 
(Burge 2020; Jardina 2019; Phoenix 2019) and very rarely in the context of Black women (Jordan-Zachery 
2017).  Furthermore, scholarship indicates that Black women voters are more likely than any other demographic 
group to support Black women candidates for political office (Philpot and Hanes 2007; Brown and Lemi 2021), yet 
we have little understanding the emotive connection to this electoral choice.  

In this paper, we use a national survey of Black women and focus groups with this demographic group to better 
understand how Black women are feeling, navigating, and interpreting the current political landscape. While the 
survey provides us with a broad overview of Black women’s evaluations of Kamala Harris and perceived 
representativeness in her role as Vice President, our focus groups provide a more nuanced understanding of the 
political decision-making of Black women in this redacted period of Civil Rights.  Centering on Black women’s 
emotional connections to politics through the candidacy and governance of Kamala Harris our study provides an 

 
1 Presentation length: 10-12 minutes each – please feel free to use power point slides if you like but they are not 
necessary. Q&A will follow at the end of all panel presentations – please be prepared for rigorous questions but 
know they are not intended to be hostile! 
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opportunity to examine the factors that shape Black women’s emotional response to being descriptively 
represented.  

Peggy Brooks-Bertram, Independent Scholar / University of Buffalo (ret.) 
Dear Kamala: Women Write to the New Vice President 
Responding to the enormity of this historic moment in the history of the United States and amid the shards of glass 
from what was believed to be an unbreakable glass ceiling, a group of 120 Black, white, African, Indian, Jamaician, 
Haitian, Canadian and other women including fifteen children from five continents and eleven different countries 
responded to a call for letters to celebrate the election of Kamala Harris as Vice President of the United States. 
Believing but without yet knowing the outcome, Lgbtq+ students and educators, academicians across disciplines, 
poets, storytellers, playwrights, spoken word artists, librarians, university trained historians, grandmothers, 
lawyers, judges and girl scouts once again revived the power of women writing letters to women.  
The purpose of this paper is to identify the critical subject matter of these letters and associate them with the 
political issues raised in the campaign, challenging the Vice President to review her roots, her political actions and 
what they mean for the writers.   These writers believe that the new Vice President would someday—in the near 
future—read their letters and find comfort and wisdom in their words.  Compiled and edited over a two-month 
period, these letter writers, met a deadline making Dear Kamala…the first book written specifically for this historic 
occasion.  A February 2, 2021 Zoom launch of the book yielded more than 300 participants reflecting wide spread 
interest and enthusiasm for their efforts. 

La Toya Burrell, The Anderson Foundation / North Central University 
VP Kamala Harris: A Symbol of Hope 
Vice President Kamala Harris will certainly face scrutiny from some groups, but she is also hope and positivity for 
other groups.  Adverse media representation impacts public opinion of Vice President Harris, which stems from 
both her race and gender.  However, despite negative associations, common for women of color, I, as a black 
woman, see the positive symbolic representations and encouragement that has ultimately stemmed from not only 
Vice President Harris being elected, but also her nomination. I find value in the positive cultural implications, which 
for me explain why I am not only proud of her success, history, and platform, but I am hopeful.  As a Black woman, 
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., graduate of Southern University Law Center (HBCU) and Black girl, 
turned Black woman in America, I am hopeful, encouraged and empowered. 

Sara Sadhwani (Pomona College) & Maneesh Arora (Wellesley College) 
Namaste USA: Kamala Harris and Indian American Descriptive Representation 
Kamala Devi Harris is the first Black woman to occupy the seat of the vice presidency. She is also the first Indian 
American woman to hold the office, a source of pride among the Desi community. Using original survey data of 
over 1,000 Indian Americans, collected just prior to the 2020 election, this paper examines the importance of 
descriptive representation to the Indian American community. We find strong support for Kamala Harris, a desire 
for more Indian Americans in politics, and a belief that Indian Americans have common cultural, economic, and 
political interests, regardless of party affiliation. The findings suggest that while the majority of Indian Americans 
identify with the Democratic Party, their desire to see more descriptive representatives expands beyond partisan 
identity.  
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11:30 – 1:00 PM 
LUNCH TIME ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION 
Moderated by: Christian Phillips, USC  
Lorrie Frasure, UCLA  
Brooklyne Gipson, University of Illinois 
Jane Junn, USC  
Oneka La Bennett, USC 
 
1:10 – 2:25 PM 
Panel 2: “Intersectional and Black Feminist Understandings of Kamala Harris”2 

Chaired by Francille Wilson, USC American Studies & Ethnicity/GSS/History 

Danielle Casarez Lemi (Southern Methodist University), Sarah Hayes (UC Riverside), Maricruz 
Osorio (UC Riverside) 
A Case Study of Kamala Harris 
In this book chapter, we apply an intersectional approach (Crenshaw 1991; Hancock 2007) and sociopolitical lens 
of race (Hernández 2018) to examine Kamala Harris's career as a case study to show how Harris's racialization as a 
"multiracial" politician is informed by her specific backgrounds, not her multiracial status. First, we analyze how 
reporters in white, Black, and Asian American news have presented Harris from her first campaign through the end 
of her presidential primary campaign, and how Harris has presented herself in these news venues, as well as an 
analysis of how Harris has presented herself on her website biography over time. Second, using data from the 2016 
National Asian American Survey, we test how Black and Asian American Californian voters respond to variation in 
how Harris's background is framed. Third, through a close reading of Harris's memoir, we reconcile public 
perceptions of Harris's identity with Harris's understanding of her own identity and her position as a politician.  
 

Krystal Leaphart, Independent Scholar 
More than the Backbone: Black Women reflections of Vice President Kamala Harris 
In recent years, Black women have received well overdue acknowledgement for their critical role in electoral 
politics. There is also dialogue about the role that Black feminist theories, like Intersectionality and identity politics, 
and the way that theory meets politics in hopes of centering the needs of Black women and girls. One might 
assume these two things are related to each other and both have led to the election of the first woman Vice 
President, who is also a Black woman and South Asian woman. But in the election 2020 primaries, there was a 
notion that Black women did not largely support then-Senator Kamala Harris. If this is the case, did Black women 
shift their support between the primaries and election day? Are the full stories of how and why Black women vote 
even captured properly? This paper will attempt to answer some of these questions using participatory research 
and studying Black feminist thoughts regarding elections. The themes are how Black feminist view hold their values 
and whether or not they connect with Senator Harris as a candidate and now as the Vice President; how Black 
women make sense of the connection between the current political movement's climate and the election of the 

 
2 Presentation length: 10-12 minutes each – please feel free to use power point slides if you like but they are not 
necessary. Q&A will follow at the end of all panel presentations – please be prepared for rigorous questions but 
know they are not intended to be hostile! 
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first women Vice President of the United States; and how do Black women and feminists expect the Vice President 
to be accountable to Black women? 
 
Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro (USC), Nancy Hernandez (USC) & Meghana Maddali (USC) 
High Risk, High Reward: Exploring the Ramifications of Kamala Harris’ Policy Portfolio 
On March 24th of this year Vice President Harris was tapped by President Biden to work on one of the most 
politically charged issues of our generation.  She will specifically work with the leaders of several Central American 
countries on the “push” factors in international migration that often lead people to seek safety and better 
opportunities in the United States.  While Harris’ policy portfolio is one of the more prominent assignments for a 
vice president, it is also one that has been widely misreported in the broader media as being larger than it actually 
is (e.g., she has been framed as supervising the border and national immigration policy writ large).  In this paper 
we explore through a content analysis of recent media coverage the level of accuracy in how Harris’ portfolio has 
been represented.  We analyze both the accuracy and also the political analysis of this high risk, high reward 
assignment. 
 

2:30 PM – Symposium Concludes 


